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Contextualizing Adaptation
•

Adaptation driven by vulnerability to climate risk
• As a condition or state of unit current and future

•
•

End point: biophysical vulnerability, model driven and
quantifications of vulnerability;
Starting point: understanding of adaptive capacity, outcomes of
social processes, and measures of well-being
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Adopted from Berrang L, 2012
Klaus Eisenack and Rebecca Stecker 2012
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Adaptive Capacity
• The capacity of a system
to adjust in response to
actual or expected
climate stimuli, their
effects, or impacts.

The degree to which adjustments in practices,
processes, or structures can moderate or
offset the potential for damage or take
advantage of opportunities created by a given
change in climate.

•
•

•

Adaptation to what?
Flooding is the major
climate risk in Kampala
Excess runoff exceeding the
capacity of drains or streams

•Hydrological assessment
•A severe flood occurs at
least every year and the
greatest flood occurrence
happened between 2000 and
2011

Knock-on effects on Health
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Results

•The flood waters recede after a
period of between 1 day to 1 week
•Types of slow onset and flash floods

Mapping Adaptation to floods in soci-economic context

•
•
•
•

Urban segregation and social differences influence
vulnerability
In cities where sizeable proportion > 50% are poor,
adaptation as end point may not be useful an approach
Adaptation as a starting point is not supported with
frameworks of measurement and assessment
This calls for community based interpretation and
understanding of vulnerability for response
• Guidance and leadership a requirement
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•
•
•

Neighborhood scale adaptation
Limited understanding of what urban adaptation
measures are required and how communities are
adapting or not, and at what scale?
There is evidence of emerging Scalable local level
actions interpreted perhaps erroneously as adaptation
measures
But how to adapt in view of existing urban inequalities?

Scaling adaptation solutions
•

SuDS Solutions
• Plot level SuDS
• Public area SuDS

• Maintenance & Sustainability
• Related policy needs
combination of catchment planning / management and
engineering solutions

prevention of runoff through flood retention upstream
followed by slow release
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•

•
•

•

Urban
growth
19892010

Plot Level SuDS
many small scale solutions
responsibility for low runoff developments in the hands
of developers and plot owners
• avoid costs for the government
• control and enforcement needed as interventions
come with a cost
• compulsory as part of the building application
examples
• limits to the percentage of sealed surfaces
• pervious pavements
• infiltration /retention structures on the plots
• rainwater harvesting / retention systems
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•
•

Taking it to scale
Compulsory SuDS as part of building applications:
Building regulations to include SuDS principles,
resulting in a maximum discharge from a given
development site (e.g. max. X ltr/h/m2 or max X% of the
rainfall or requiring zero site runoff)

•

Planning to consider retention in sub-catchments

•

Adaptive urban-design where appropriate

•

But incentivised planning since planners are the
developers

•

•

Flood mitigation from neighborhood to
catchment scale
Trend growth and most new buildings from now
on have a compulsory grass strip of 2 meter on
the plot

A total of 16555 houses (> 660,000 m2 grass, “80
soccer fields”)
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Scenarios,
planning for
preparedness

Spatial analysis and vulnerability Assessments

Multi-level
system for data
capture

Episodic monitoring of
Disasters and Loss Data
Peril and Hazard
Classification

The issue of scale

•
•

At city-wide scale actors are missing or haven't reached
threshold for up scaled adaptation
However neighborhood measures potentially can be an entry
to adaptation though not clear how
• Productive urban greening and devised technologies that are space
confined

•

Upstream – down stream measures
• Retention infrastructure
• Increased infiltration
• Household level incentive-based measures
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The Sprawl
CAVEATS FOR PLANNED
ADAPTATION AND ACTION
• INSTITUTIONAL REFORM AND

Environnement

Environnement

Social

KCCA
500,000
trees to
plant

Economical

But have we think about ?
Reduce GhG
emissions and
energy
consumptions
Reduce
urban heat
island

Improve living
conditions
Improve security for
inhabitants, car
drivers,
pedestrians/bycicles

Reduce the
energy
invoice
Create
opportunitie
s for green
SME

PLANNED
ADAPTATION,
CLIMATE
PROOFING, UP
SCALING

PLAN
Economic
al

Social

How green are the
Is the local
materials we used? economic fabric
Where are they
will benefit ?
coming from ?
(developers,
How and where fitters, producers,
upkeep experts
we implement
…)
them

+

KCCA
KCCA
renovate its integrates
assets and renewable
facilities
energies

STRATEGIC

LEGALLY
BINDING
FRAMEWORK

ON-GOING
PROJECTS
PLANNED
PROJECTS

PROJECTS

DEMONSTRATION

READINESS
•CAPACITY TO RESPOND IN A SYSTEMIC
MANNER
•THINKING BIG AND STARTING SMALL

+

Are the local
training centres,
schools,
universities (…)
proposing
relevant trainings
(for youth and
adults ?

What are the
current local
green jobs &
activities ?
Does KCCA
have a business
centre
dedicated to
these activities
that could
support their
dissemination ?

Kampala Climate
Action Plan 2015

18
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•

•

Concluding Remarks
What is needed for scaling emerging micro-scale
adaptations?
• Local communities taking action
• Institutions starting to take action
• Institutionalizing solutions (incentivized regulations)
Adaptation and development
• What can/would development do to adapt?
• How can urban development respond to known and
anticipated risks?
• There is an additionally question and the adaptation gap

ðThanks
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